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Furman's Office of Alumni and Parent Engagement has been launching the Furman Advantage Network across the country, and so far, 14 FAN Clubs have gathered, from Dallas to Boston with more to come. FAN Clubs bring local alumni and parents together through nearby Furman events. 1 Julia '15 and Michael Sauer '12 at the Richmond, Virginia, FAN launch. 2 The Raleigh-Durham Triangle, North Carolina, FAN launch. 3 Tom Oder '71, Rosemary Andrews '18, Haley Cottingham '17 and Jack Bryant '18 at the FAN launch in Atlanta. 4 FAN launch in Dallas, Texas.
LaDavia Drummond Just '02, a Fulbright Scholar teaching pharmacology to second-year medical students at Uganda Christian University School in Kampala, Uganda, gave this year’s opening Convocation address.

Mohammed and Salimah Virani, parents of Imaya Virani '22, and Alex Carrico '12, attend the FAN launch in Houston, Texas.

Payton Isner '19 speaks to classmates during the Furman’s inaugural Summer Business and Entrepreneurship Boot Camp in June. The boot camp was designed for non-business majors by Furman’s Office for Innovation and Entrepreneurship.

Adel Takács ’19 speaks with Tom Swain, a member of the Leadership Council for the Office for Innovation and Entrepreneurship, during a reception for the boot camp.